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This thesis describes an approach for accomplishing a pattern recognition task 
using conceptual graph theory and neural networks (NNs). The set of patterns to be 
recognized are the capital letters of six different fonts of the English alphabet, plus two 
shifted and six rotated versions of each. The letters are represented to the neural network 
on a 16x16 input grid (256 "sensor lines"). A standard classification encoding for such 
patterns is to use a 26-bit vector (26 lines at the NN' s output), one bit corresponding to 
each letter. Experiments with such an encoding yielded results with poor generalization 
capability. A new encoding scheme was developed, based on the conceptual graph for-
malism. This entailed designing a set of concepts and a set of associated relations 
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app:.'"Opriate to the upper case letters of the English alphabet. From these, the following 
were developed: a conceptual graph representation for each letter, a connection matrix 
for each, and finally, a C-vector and an R-vector representation for each. The latter were 
used as the output encoding (21 bits) of the NN pattern recognizer. A feed-forward neural 
network with 256 inputs, 21 outputs, and 2 hidden layers was trained using the back-
propagation-of-error algorithm. Results were significantly better than with the more stan-
dard. encoding. Generalization on fonts improved from 74% to 96%, generalization on 
rotations improved from 83% to 94%, and finally, generalization on shifts improved from 
2% to93%. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The underlying objective of the research reported herein has been to develop an 
approach to performing certain pattern recognition tasks using neural networks. This 
situation may be characterized as shown in Figure 1, wherein an input pattern is 
presented to a "black box" containing a neural network (NN), and the classification of the 
input pattern is given by the NN on its output terminals. An important consideration is 
how to represent the pattern appropriately for NN processing, and in turn, how the NN is 
to represent the classification to the outside world. 
INPUT 
PATTERN -----
NEURAL NETWORK ENCODED 
CLASSIFICATION 
Figure 1. Pattern recognition approach via neural networks. 
PATTERN RECOGNITION 
Definition 
Pattern recognition (by machine) is typically considered as the categorization of 
input patterns into their respective classes via feature extraction, wherein an individual 
pattern is characterized by the relations among its constituent features, rather than by the 
original measurements via which it was acquired [Wiener, 1986]. The following is a 
2 
typical definition of the pattern recognition problem: there exists a set of N objects 
divided into M nonintersecting subsets, referred to as object classes (for the problem of 
this thesis, alphabetic characters); to each object, there corresponds a particular descrip-
tion U; it is required to implement a system which, on the basis of such a description, 
indicates the class to which a particular object belongs [Tou, 1984]. 
Available Approaches 
The design of pattern recognition systems typically falls into one of two principal 
approaches: (1) decision theoretic and (2) syntactic, or more generally, structural. The 
former is based on using decision functions for classifying the patterns. As an example of 
this concept, Figure 2 shows the result of plotting the values of measurements (features) 
X and Y for exemplars from two pattern classes, W 1 and W 2· It is easily noted that for 
this case, a line may be drawn that separates the two classes. Such a line is called a deci-
sion boundary, and denoted here by D(X, Y). 
D(X,Y) 
YT 
(-) (+) D·· .. Exemplar of Class WI 
D D oo 0 .. Exemplar of Class W2 .. 




D D o0 o 
D D 0 
D 0 0 
Origin x 
Figure 2. A simple decision function for the separation of classes W 1 and W 2• 
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In general for this approach, a multi-dimensional feature space is defined for the 
given problem context, and one or more decision surfaces are derived that define distinct 
regions in the space, each corresponding to a different one of the classification categories 
for the problem context. The feature values are measured (or, computed from measure-
ments) for a given exemplar, and the classification given to it is determined by which 
region in the feature space it falls into. For the present example, the decision surf ace 
D(X,Y) is linear, but this is not a requirement. 
The syntactic approach, on the other hand, is based on the decomposition of pat-
terns into primitives, encoding each primitive by a symbol, and then representing the pat-
tern as a string of these symbols. Subsequent processing of the patterns is performed on 
the corresponding string of symbols. Figure 3(b) shows the decomposition of two chro-
mosome structures in terms of the primitives defined in Figure 3(a). 






























By tracking each chromosome boundary, it is possible to detect and then encode these 
primitives; the chromosome on the left in the figure may thus be represented by the string 
"abcbabdbabcbabdb", and the one on the right by the string "abcbabeb". 
A NEW APPROACH 
Breaking with the tradition of the syntactic approach, which as indicated above, 
normally uses sequences of symbols to represent a pattern, this thesis explores a different 
structural approach, based on a recently developed knowledge representation formalism 
called conceptual graph theory [Sowa, 1984]. The conceptual graph (CG) methodology 
suggests itself in the present context because, though not exploited yet, a CG may be 
used to represent a pattern in a manner that is amenable to parallel processing [Lendaris, 
1988a], in contrast to the symbol-string representation cited above, which is typically 
processed sequentially. 
Conceptual Graph Overview 
A conceptual graph consists of two kinds of nodes (concept nodes and relation 
nodes) and of directed arcs. An arc connects a concept node to a relation node, or a rela-
tion node to a concept node; connections are not allowed between nodes of the same type 
[Lendaris, 1988a]. Figure 4 shows the display form of a generic conceptual graph. Here 
circles are used to denote conceptual relations, and rectangles to denote concepts. An 
alternative linear form, with parentheses around relations, brackets around concept 
labels, and arrows to indicate connections is used to represent a conceptual graph (CG) 
for easier input and output operations in digital computers. 
The Connection Matrix 
Once conceptual graph representations are realized over a whole problem context, 
if neural networks (NNs) are to be used to process the CGs, attention must be directed 
u 

























Cl :: Conceptl 
C2 :: Concept2 
C3 :: Concept3 
~ 
C4 :: Concept4 
Rl :: Relationl 
R2 :: Relation2 
C2 I I C4 
Figure 4. A generic conceptual graph representation. 
towards developing a way of coding the CGs so they may be used as input to the neural 
networks. A means suggested in [Lendaris, 1988a] is to use a matrix form representation, 
called R-C Connection Matrix (R-C CM). The R-C CM is defined to contain one row for 
each relation, and one column for each concept in the given conceptual graph. An entry 
of 1 is placed in the (rowi, columnj) slot of the matrix if there exists a connection from 
relation nodei to concept nodej in the conceptual graph. A zero entry is made where there 
is no corresponding connection. A -1 is entered to show a connection in the opposite 
direction from concept nodej to relation nodei [Lendaris, 1988a]. Using the conceptual 
graph of Figure 4, a 2x4 R-C Connection Matrix is constructed as shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
A 2x4 CONNECTION MATRIX FOR THE CONCEPTUAL 
GRAPH OF FIGURE 4 
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The Vector Form 
In general, there will be a large catalog of concepts associated with a given prob-
lem context, with say numC entries, and similarly, a large catalog of relations, with 
numR entries. A template R-C Connection Matrix (R-C CM) consisting of numR rows 
and numC columns is used to encode each conceptual graph. Clearly, only a small frac-
tion of the slots in the template R-C CM will be filled in for any specific conceptual 
graph. There are a variety of ways to encode such sparse matrices to make storage more 
efficient. A method is given in [Lendaris, 1988a] which stores only those rows of the 
matrix which contain non-zero entries, and along with this, an R-vector to keep track of 
where the rows came from. The R-vector and C-vectors are defined via the R-C CM: the 
C-vector has numC slots, and a slot contains a 1 if there are any non-zero entries any-
where in the column of the R-C CM matrix corresponding to the position of the given 
slot; the R-vector has numR slots, and a slot contains a 1 if there are any non-zero entries 
anywhere in the row of the R-C CM corresponding to the position of the given slot. If 
there are no entries in a column (row) of the R-C CM, then the corresponding slot in the 
C-vector (R-vector) contains a zero. Table II shows an example of a C-vector and of an 




C- AND R-VECTORS AS DERIVED 
FROM TABLE I 
C- and R-vectors 
I B l I 1 0 0 
In this case, the slots in both vectors will contain l's in as many rows and columns as the 
number of relations and concepts used in the CG; thus, all rows and columns have at least 
one non-zero entry. This will not be true in general. 
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Neural Networks and Generalization 
A neural network (NN) consists of basic computational elements called neurodes 
(approximations of the neurons in biological brains) and connections which provide paths 
for the outputs of certain neurodes to serve as inputs to other neurodes. The connection 
paths have weights associated with them, and these are modified during a process called 
"training" so the NN ends up performing the desired task properly. The training process 
begins with a selected architecture (number of neurodes, their general arrangement, and 
the connections among them) and a selected "training algorithm." A pattern is presented 
to the NN, the NN generates an output classification according to the current setting of its 
weights, and if the output classification is wrong, adjustments are made to selected 
weights (decided by the training algorithm) in such a way that the NN will likely give a 
different output the next time the same input is presented. A different exemplar from the 
set of patterns used for training (training set) is presented to the NN, and the the above is 
repeated. This process is repeated a large number of times until the NN performs the 
desired classification correctly (if this be possible for the selected architecture). 
The specific pattern recognition task chosen for the present research was recogni-
tion of upper-case letters of the English alphabet, using a 16x16 pixel, black/white 
representation for the input. The starting data set consisted of 10 fonts selected from 
those available on the Macintosh computer, originally encoded into a 12x12 grid, 
justified to the upper left comer. This data was modified so the letters were each centered 
in a 16x 16 grid, and additional data were generated to represent various shifts and rota-
tions of each of the letters. 
A typical approach in neural network pattern recognition research is to train the 
NN on a representative set of data, and then test the NN on a different set of data. If the 
NN does well on the new set of data, the NN is said to generalize well; if not, it is said to 
generalize poorly. In the present context, there are two types of generalization sought: 
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1) train the NN on some of the fonts, and test it on the remaining fonts -- a general-
ization on fonts; 
2) train the NN on fonts with a couple examples of a transformation (e.g., rotation) 
for each, and then test the NN on other examples of the transformation (rotation) --
a generalization on the transformation. 
Jood generalization is an important quality to strive for in developing any pattern recog-
rition system. The conceptual-graph formalism mentioned in the previous section is 
tpplied here specifically to assist in developing a neural network implementation that 
rields better generalizations than has been found otherwise. 
The "straight forward" way of applying a neural network to the given pattern 
·ecognition task would be as shown in Figure 1, with the input consisting of 16x16 = 256 
nputs (one for each pixel), and 26 outputs (one for each letter of the English alphabet). 
iuch an experiment was run, and the NN learned all the fonts in the training set, but was 
mable to generalize well enough on any of the transformations of the fonts used in the 
!xperiment. 
rhe New Approach 
An approach for providing better generalization is presented here which consists 
)f two-stages. This approach depends upon developing a conceptual graph representation 
for the patterns of interest (in this case, capital letters of the English alphabet), with the 
:lesign requirement that the representation be independent of the rotation, translation, or 
size of the pattern Oetter) in the scanning window (the CG representation developed is 
also independent of some other distortions, but these were not tested in the present exper-
iments). Once such a conceptual graph representation is designed, a NN is trained with 
the 16x16 = 256 pixel values as its inputs, and outputs which represent the (previously 
described) R-vector and C-vector for the given input pattern Oetter). As a separate 
development, another NN is trained with the R-vector and C-vector for a given pattern 
i! 
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(capital letter of the English alphabet) at the input, and the NN is to provide the correct 
answer on one of the output terminals (one for each letter of the English alphabet). After 
the two NNs are trained to perform the two separate tasks, they can be put in series, with 
the output of the first providing input to the second. In this way, the tandem combination 
of the two NNs provides a two-stage, composite, NN to solve the desired pattern recogni-
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Figure 5. A tandem combination of two neural networks 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter II develops a con-
ceptual graph representation meeting the above design criteria; Chapter III introduces 
some of the underlying principles of neural networks, and describes the architecture and 
training algorithm selected for the present research; Chapter IV describes the experi-
ments that were run, and gives the results accomplished; and finally, Chapter V gives 
some concluding remarks, and suggestions for future research. 
CHAPTER II 
CONCEPTUAL GRAPH REPRESENTATION 
OF INPUT PATTERN SET 
As mentioned in Chapter I, one of the tasks before us is (if possible) to develop a 
onceptual graph representation of our input pattern set (capital letters of the English 
lphabet) that has the properties of rotation, scale, and translation invariance. This 
hapter describes the concepts and relations that were developed to serve as a basis for 
uch a representation. A conceptual graph representation for each of the letters was 
,eveloped, and corresponding to each of these, an R-C Connection Matrix and the 
orresponding R-vector and C-vector were developed. A catalog of the matrix and vector 
epresentations for each of the 26 letters is given in Appendix D. 
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
..ine Segment Representation 
One of the early steps in typical pattern analysis methods is to break up a pattern 
nto its constituent parts; this process is often called 11segmentation.11 For the case of the 
etters of the English alphabet, this process would yield a set of straight line segments to 
1epresent the exemplar pattern being processed. One such method is presented in [Badi'i, 
_983]. For the purposes of the present thesis research, such a procedure is presumed to 
:xist and be available. The concepts and relations defined herein presume that a list of 
ine segments (described by their endpoints) is available for the exemplar pattern being 
malyzed. 
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1Concept Types and Definitions 
Concepts are the product of the human mind. They are implemented in modeling 
the real world, selecting abstract features, and ignoring details and complexities inherent 
in the real continuous world. Hence, concepts cannot be perfect representations of the 
world, given that the world is a medium of continuity, and that concepts are discrete in 
nature; they can only be an applicable approximation [Jaensch, 1930]. 
Given that the exemplar pattern could be provided as a set of straight line seg-
nents, it was decided to experiment with the following list of concept types as building 
Jlocks for representing the capital letters of the English alphabet: 
1) Long line (LL). 
2) Shon line (SL). 
3) Shoner line [or serif] (SE). 
4) Curve (CU). 
ro simplify the definition of these concepts, it is assumed that the scan window is vari-
1bly scaled to fit the pattern of interest during input. Once this window is defined, the 
'long," "shon," and "shoner" of concept types 1-3 are defined relative to the greatest side 
ength of the scan window. One possible way to implement such a variable size scan win-
fow is as follows: 
• During a first phase, determine the horizontal line that passes through the upper-
most point on the pattern and define this as the top of the scan window. Similarly, 
the horizontal line going through the lower-most point on the pattern is used to 
define the bottom of the scan window. 
• During a second phase, determine the vertical line that passes through the left-
most point on the input pattern and define this as the left edge of the scan window, 
with the venical line passing through the right-most point defining the right edge 
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of the scan window. 
The four concept types mentioned above are defined as follows: 
Long Line (LL): A "long line" is defined as a line whose length is 80% or more of 
the length of the longest side of the scan window. 
Short Line (SL): A "short line" is a line whose length is in the range of 20-80% of 
the length of the longest side of the scan window. 
Shorter Line (SE): A "shorter line" (or serif) is a line whose length is less than 20% 
of the length of the longest side of the scan window. 
Curve (CU): A "curve" is a connected sequence of three short lines. 
[Note: It was decided here to assume a segmentation algorithm of the type defined in 
[Badi'i, 1983], which provides the list of line segments in a sequential format. The 
present definition for "curve" depends on such a representation being available.] 
The following is a segment of an algorithm to test for "curve": 
(a) Given a short line L;, test if the next two connected lines are short. If so, the 
three line segments L;, L(i+l)> and L(i+2) constitute a curve, C;. 
(b) After a curve C; is defined, let the last line of the curve, L(i+2)> be the start of a 
possible next curve C (i+l)> and use (a) to test this possibility. 
(c) If the test for C (i+l) fails, then move pointer to the line that would have been 
L(i+3) relative to the starting point in (a). 
!Relation Types and Definitions 
Concepts by themselves are not sufficient to define a pattern -- the relations 
among the concepts are also important. The following list of relation types were 
developed along with the previous list of concept types for characterizing the capital 
letters of the English alphabet: 
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1) Touch (T). 
2) Abut (A). 
3) Intersect (I). 
4) Not Available (N/A). 
A Boolean function is defined for each of the above, which takes on a value of 1 if the 
relation holds, and a value of 0 if the relation does not hold. For example, 
Touch (Li> L(i+l)) = 1 if, and only if, Li touches L(i+l)· As a general observation, the 
Touch and Intersect relation types are commutative, e.g., 
Touch (Li, L(i+l)) =Touch (L(i+l). Li), 
Intersect (Li, L(i+l)) =Intersect (L(i+l). Li). 
The Abut relation, however is not commutative. That is, 
Abut (Li, Lo+i)) *-Abut (L(i+l)> Li). 




[Notation: Li (m1, ni, m2, n2) is a line with start coordinates (m 1, n 1) and end coordi-
nates (m2, n2).] 
Touch: 
1) Given a line segment Li (m\i), n\i), m¥>. n¥)), there exists another line 
L(i+l) ( m\i+l), n\i+l), m~+l), n~+l)), such that (1) the end-point (m~), n~)) coin-
cides with the starting point (my+t), n\i+l\ or (2) the starting point (mY), nY)) 
coincides with the end-point (m~+l), n¥+1)). Similarly, the Touch relation also 
applies when (3) the end-point (m~), n~)) coincides with the end-point 
(m~+l), n¥+l)), or (4) the starting point (m\i), n\i)) coincides with the starting point 
(m\i+l), n\i+l\ Figure 6(a) shows possibility (1). 
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2) If one of the lines extends beyond the point of intersection the equivalent 
amount of a shorter line (serif), this is still considered a Touch. Figure 6(b) shows 
the situation. 
( m¥l, n¥> ) 




( mfil, n fil ) 
D 
( m¥+1i, n~+1) ) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. (a) A Example of a Serif-Free Touch Relation, (b) A Touch Relation Allowing 
Serifs. 
Abut: 
1) Given a line segment L; (mf>, nf>, m~>, n~)), there exists another line 
L(i+l) (m\i+l), n\i+l), m~+l), n~+l)) such that the end point (m~>, n~)) lies on the 
line L(i+l)• anywhere between (m\i+l), n\i+l)) and (m~+l), n~+l)). In this case the 
line L; is said to Abut line L(i+l)> with (m~), n~>) at the common point. Figure 7 
shows an example of the Abut relation. 
2) In this relation, the abutting line (or Agent) does not extend beyond the point 
of intersection. The abutted line (or Object), however, extends past that same point 
for a length of type "short." The Abut relation is distinguished from a Touch rela-
tion with serifs by means of the length of the extending line: when the line is of 
type "short," the corresponding relation is an Abut; when the line is of type 
"shorter," the corresponding relation is a Touch. 
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Figure 7. An Example of the Abut Relation. 
Intersect: 
Given a line segment Li ( mY), n~i)' m~), n~\ there exists another line 
L(i+l) ( my+t), nY+l), m~+l), n~+l)) sharing a common point with Li, but the com-
mon point of the two (intersecting) lines ~oes not coincide with either the starting 
nor the ending points of either line. An example of this relation is defined in Fig-
ure 8. 
Not Available: 
This relation is used to denote a line segment that is independent of or not con-
nected to any of the other line segments that comprise a particular input pattern. 
One example where this would occur, is the letter I, which is represented by a sin-
gle line segment of type "long." 
Conceptual Graph Encoding of the Letters 
A unique conceptual graph has been developed to represent each of the 26 capital 
letters of the English alphabet using the above four concept types and four relation types. 
These CGs were created with the intention that they be independent of specific font 
characteristics such as serifs or aspect ratios. As desired, these CGs are inherently 
independent of rotation and a number of elongation distortions of the underlying letters 
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Figure 8. An Example of the Intersection Relation. 
they represent. The CGs are also independent of translation and of scale of the letters, but 
in the process described so far (non neural net), these attributes are already taken care of 
via the dynamic window scaling. A few example of the conceptual graphs using the 
Display Form are given in Figure 9. 
It was determined that a maximum of 5 Touch relations are involved in the 
representation of any of the 26 letters, a maximum of 2 Abut relations, and 1 each of the 
remaining two relations. Similarly, the following limits were determined for the concept 
types: 4 long lines, 3 short lines and 5 curves. A template R-C Connection Matrix con-
sisting of 9 rows and 12 columns was designed to allow for any of the possible combina-
tions satisfying the above constraints. Appendix D contains Tables D.l-D.26 which show 
the R-C Connection Matrix and the corresponding C-vector and R-vector for each of the 
26 letters, encoded via the specific set of concept types and relation types defined in this 
chapter. It should be noted that if different concept types and/or relation types had been 
defined, the conceptual graphs could look significantly different. Another item to point 
out is that since the representations have been defined to be rotation invariant, the CG for 



















Figure 9. Conceptual Graphs Representing The Letters A, M, S, T, and U respectively. 
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should note that even a human observer can't tell the difference between a generic Wand 
a generic M unless some collateral information is provided concerning which direction is 
up. It was decided, therefore, to allow this ambiguity for the experiments undertaken 
here. 
COMMENT 
This chapter so far has alluded to a pattern recognition process wherein a segmen-
tation phase would take place which would yield an ordered list of line segments. Each of 
these line segments was then to be characterized as long, short, or shorter, and following 
this, the list was to be scanned for the existence of curves. In the process, the four defined 
relations were to be associated with pairs of lines and/or curves, as appropriate. From this 
information, a conceptual graph (CG) version of the input pattern would be generated. 
The rest of the process has not yet been described, but in principle, the next step would 
be to compare (in some appropriate way) the CG for the input pattern against a set of 
reference CGs and determine which one the input CG most closely resembles. The result 
of the latter step would be the desired classification of the input pattern. The above 
hypothetical process was used as a background context only for the purpose of guiding 
some of the choices made in defining the concept types, the relation types, and the 
mechanical processes for determining them. The result is a set of definitions that could in 
fact be used in a system of the type presupposed. For the neural network application 
underlying the present research, however, far fewer constraints would have sufficed. It 
would only have been necessary for a human pattern recognizer to come up with a set of 
concept types and relation types that could be manipulated using the human visual field, 
internal processing, and deductive/inductive capabilities to demonstrate that the represen-
tation does the job. Such a set of conceptual graph representations could have served the 
role required of them in the neural network experiments described and reported in the 
remainder of this thesis. 
CHAPTER III 
NEURAL NETWORKS 
As mentioned in Chapter I, a neural network (NN) consists of basic computa-
tional elements and their interconnections. The elements of an NN carry out their com-
putations essentially at the same time (in parallel), and since there are large numbers of 
elements with large numbers of connections, the adjectives "massively parallel" and 
"connectionist" are typically applied to neural networks. It should be noted, however, 
that there are basic distinctions between neural networks and other kinds of current-day 
parallel computers. In NN s, the computing element is a simple one, contrasted to the 
(Intel)-386, or -486, level processors in machines such as the Connection Machine, 
HyperCube, etc. Also, the connections play a fundamental information storage role in 
NNs, whereas in other parallel machines, they serve primarily a data communication 
and/or control communication role. In neural networks, the connection paths have 
weights associated with them, and these are modified during a process called "training" 
(as distinct from programming), which is intended to yield a network configuration that 
performs the desired task properly. 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
The following historical comments are provided by my thesis advisor, Dr. George 
Lendaris: 
The basic ideas underlying the field now called neural networks have their roots in 
the two works [McCulloch & Pitts, 1943] and [Hebb, 1949]. McCulloch & Pitts 







the basic computational element in biological brain -- and showed that when 
appropriately interconnected, collections of such model elements could perform a 
large variety of logical computations. Donald Hebb made an important observa-
tion concerning how the biological brain modifies the connections between neu-
rons, and even today, virtually all training algorithms embody what is now called 
the Hebbian principle. 
During the early 1950's, a seminal line of research was begun by Frank Rosenblatt. 
Armed with the McCulloch-Pitts model of the neuron, and the observation of Hebb 
about how connections are modified in biological brain, Rosenblatt set out to deter-
mine a methodology for "training" networks of McCulloch-Pitts neural elements to 
"learn" desired tasks -- in distinction to programming them to perform the task 
[Rosenblatt, 1962]. Rosenblatt named the system he developed the Perceptron. 
Fundamental to the Perceptron, and to any trainable system, was the algorithm 
used for effecting the training. It was proved mathematically that the Perceptron 
training algorithm converges to a solution (i.e., the NN is guaranteed to learn the 
given task), if a solution exists. A variety of research efforts were carried out dur-
ing the 1960's in an attempt to extend the emerging methodology. A key item that 
constrained progress during that period, however, was the fact that Rosenblatt's 
guarantee of convergence applied only to single-layer, feed-forward networks. It 
was demonstrated in [Minskey & Pappert, 1969] that with such a limitation, neural 
networks could not be expected to perform most "interesting" tasks. For a variety 
of reasons, the Minsky/Pappert book being a substantial one, research in this field 
virtually dried up for some 15 years -- a notable exception was Stephen Grossberg, 
who continued his work throughout this entire period. 
Finally, two theoretical developments emerged in the present decade that cleared 
the way for the large resurgence of research in neural networks currently underway 
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all over the world. One of these was the work of John Hopfield, a physicist at Cal 
Tech, who developed a training algorithm, complete with proof of convergence, 
for a fully interconnected network [Hopfield, 1984]. This was a major break-
through, both for its substance, and, equally important, for the new way of thinking 
about the dynamics of such networks (energy landscapes, etc.) The second 
development was the work of David Rummelhart and his group at UC San Diego, 
who generalized the training rule for one-layer feed-forward networks of the 
1960's to multiple-layer feed-forward networks [Rummelhart, et al, 1987]. (As a 
historical note, it should be noted that this generalization was simultaneously 
developed by a researcher at Stanford [Parker, 1987]. Last year, it was discovered 
that this result was contained in a Ph.D. dissertation at Harvard University, Statis-
tics Department, from the 1970's [Werbos, 1974]!) 
The theoretical developments cited above helped to raise the vision about the pos-
sibilities for new research in neural networks from the level set by the Minsky & 
Pappert book, which stifled neural-network research for so long. Further, the 
orders-of-magnitude advances that have occurred in computing hardware technol-
ogy since the 1960's have made possible experiments now that could not have 
been undertaken then. In addition, significant advances have been made since the 
1960's in related arenas such as knowledge representation and cognitive psychol-
ogy. The confluence of all these advances have had a dramatic enabling effect, and 
much creativity is now being applied to this area of research. 
In 1987, a major conference on neural networks was sponsored by the IEEE, 
attracting some 1500 attendees from a broad range of disciplines; this was repeated 
in 1988. A professional society for researchers in neural networks (The Interna-
tional Neural Network Society) was inaugurated in 1988, and already has over 
3,500 members. In 1989, the IEEE and the INNS held joint conferences (approxi-
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mately 2000 attendees), and it is planned that these will be held twice a year, one 
on the east coast and one on the west coast. Research projects in this area have 
mainly been small efforts so far (with DARPA funding now entering the scene, this 
may change soon), however, the arena in which this work is being pursued has 
become very broad. To gain an appreciation for this breadth, the reader may refer 
to the Proceedings of these conferences [ICNN-87][ICNN-88][INNS-88] [IJCNN-
89]. 
NEURAL NETWORK FUNDAMENTALS 
The Computing Element 
The basic makeup of the computing element used by neural network researchers 
follows from the one originally proposed in [McCulloch & Pitts, 1944]. These models 
go by a variety of names, including, "neurons" (the computer context being presumed), 
"neurodes" (makes the computer context more explicit), "threshold elements," "process-
ing elements," etc. It will usually be convenient here to simply use the name •elements.• 
The basic functions of these elements is described here with the aid of Figure 10. The 
element has a set of input signals, and a single output signal; each incoming signal is 
presumed to be the output of another element, so a similar notation is used for both. 
Each signal coming into an element is multiplied by a variable weight (wij) before enter-
ing the element. If the weight is positive, the input is said to be "excitatory," and if nega-
tive, is said to be "inhibitory." After the weighted signal enters the element, in the first 
half of the element, each of the weighted signals is summed to generate a total input 
(netpj) as follows: 




















netpj = L Wji Opi 
i 






oPi = Current output state of j 111 element, 
for a pattern p. 
Wji =Weight of the connection joining the i 111 
element to the j'11 element. 
netpj = Weighted sum of input to the j 111 element. 
f (.) = Activation function (in this case, a step function at T). 
(output) oPi 
Figure 10. A model for the neuron: A basic element in neural networks. 
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The second half of the element passes the netpj signal through a transfer function 
which yields the element's output signal, Opj • For the example shown in Figure 10, the 
transfer function is a simple threshold operation. This yields a value of Opj = 0 for 
netpj < T, and a value of Dpj = M for netpj ~ T 
Virtually all elements used in NN research have the same left half (i.e., a sum-
mer); however, there are a number of variations on the transfer function used for the right 
half. In particular, the one used for the present research is the one known as the sigmoid 
function. Mathematically, this is represented as follows: 
1 
Oij = 
1 + L exp (netpJ + T) (3.2) 
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The Bias Element 
In biological brain, the summed value of the inputs to an element typically must 
exceed some threshold value before the element generates an output [Hebb, 1949]. The 
notion of threshold was described earlier in the Computing Element sub-section. Also 
mentioned there was the mathematical equivalence of putting the negative of the thres-
hold on the left side of the equation. In the network of Figure 13, a "bias" element is 
shown providing an input to all elements except those in the input layer. The bias ele-
ment has a fixed output value of 1, but a modifiable weight on each path to the elements 
it feeds. The signal reaching each element plays the role of the negative of the threshold 
on the left side of the equation mentioned above. Using this construct, the transfer func-
tion of each element is made to be centered about a zero value instead of the threshold 
value. This method has the advantage that the threshold itself can be adjusted for each of 
the elements during training. 
Geometric Interpretation 
There is a useful geometric interpretation to the operation of generating the sum 
of the weighted input signals. To describe this, let us define a vector 
Op (opi. op2 , ..••. , Opi) to represent the ensemble of input signals; also, define a vector 
Wi (wji. Wj2 , ....... , Wji) to represent the corresponding ensemble of weights. It is easily 
seen that the dot product Op·Wi carries out the same calculations as those in equation 3.1 
above. 
In analytic geometry, the dot product of two vectors is used to determine the pro-
jection of one vector onto the other. This projection becomes larger as the two vectors 
come closer into alignment, and is greatest when the two vectors are pointing in the same 
direction. From this perspective, it may be said that the element will "fire" only for those 
input signals OP (Opt, op2,. ....• , Opi) whose projection on the weight vector 









NEURAL NETWORK LEARNING MACHINE 
To quote Herbert A. Simon, learning is defined as any change in a system that 
allows it to perform better the second time on repetition of the same task: this change 
should be more or less irreversible, in that the learning does not go away rapidly 
[Simon,1975]. 
In general, the process of learning in neural networks could entail the 
modification of any or all of the components comprising the NN that could have an effect 
on the response of the NN to inputs from its environment. Candidates for modification, 
therefore, would include the overall layout and connection pattern of the elements (archi-
tecture), the transfer function associated with each of the elements, and all of the connec-
tion weights. In research reported to date, the algorithm used for training is usually 
dependent upon the architecture, which once selected, is not change during training. The 
researcher must, however, take care in selecting the architecture to suit the problem con-
text. Similarly, though a variety of transfer functions are being explored by different 
researchers, once a transfer function has been selected for a given experiment, it is not 
typically changed during the training process. This only leaves, then, the weights for 
modification during training. The main thrust of NN research has been to develop stra-
tegies (referred to as learning rules or training algorithms) for modifying the NN's con-
nection weights in a meaningful way, i.e., so the NN will progress closer and closer to a 
"correct" solution (if one exists for this particular architecture and transfer function selec-
tion). 
In the neural network context, learning is categorized as supervised or unsuper-
vised. Supervised means that a role of "teacher" is built into the process, where the 
teacher observes (or provides) the input to the pupil, knows the correct response, moni-
tors the output provided by the pupil, and-takes corrective action accordingly. In most 
research as reported, corrective action is taken only if the pupil gives a wrong response (a 
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"punish" action); if the pupil gives the correct response, nothing is done (i.e., no "reward" 
action). The training algorithms that derived from the Perceptron during the 1960's 
incorporated what was called the Delta Rule [Widrow, 1962]. This name referred to the 
correction increment (or, "delta") to be applied to a given connection weight. Rum-
melhart, et al [Rummelhart, 1985] adopted the name Generalized Delta Rule, when they 
modified the Delta Rule algorithm for applications in multi-layered feed-forward nets. 
The Generalized Delta Rule and its associated architecture were used for the present 
research. In the unsupervised case, an explicit teacher role is not present. Corrective 
information is deemed to be provided by the environment, and in this case, only a general 
right/wrong type of feedback is given, rather than feedback based on knowing exactly 
what output should have been given. 
The Delta Rule 
As mentioned above, the Delta Rule is of the supervised learning category. This 
is described in some detail here, as it (and its generalized version) form the basis of the 
experiments carried out for this thesis. 
During the training process, an input is received by the pupil, and the pupil com-
putes an output according to the settings of all its parameters. The teacher knows the 
desired (target) output for the given input, and compares the pupil's actual output with 
the desired output, as shown in Figure 11. The comparison generates an error quantity 
(notation) defined as: 
Bpj = tpj - Opj• (3.3) 
where tpj is the target output value for input pattern p, and Opj is the output given by ele-
ment j for input pattern p. The amount to correct the weights on the input lines to this 
element are given by the following rule: 
fj,p Wjj =Tl (tpj - Opj) Opi =Tl Bpj Opi• 
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(3.4) 
where Llpwji is the change to be made to the weight on the line going from the i 1h ele-
ment to the /h element, Tl is the learning rate to be discussed later, tpj and Opj are as 
















Figure 11. Error term Opj ·~ ""'" .......... -- _ 








Though the original Delta Rule was crafted based on the intuition provided by the 
Hebb principle (see historical comments, above), it was later demonstrated [Widrow, 
1962] to be mathematically equivalent to a steepest descent procedure on a surface 
representing the squared value of the error given in Equation 3.3. Thus, training using 
the Delta Rule was shown to yield a solution which minimizes the squared error over the 
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training samples. When modified properly, it yields the equivalent of the well known 
LMS (Least Mean Squared) procedure. With hindsight, then, the Delta Rule could have 
been mathematically derived. 
For such a derivation, one must craft a mathematical expression to serve as the 
"error function" or "criterion function (CF)" which is to be minimized. To serve the 
needs of the hindsight provided above, the CF is defined in terms of the square of the 
error defined in Equation 3.2 as follows: 
1 2 
Ep = 2 ~ (tpj - Opj) . 
J 
(3.5) 
To effect the gradient descent procedure, the magnitude and direction of the gradient 
vector at the operating point must be calculated. The only variable in Equation 3.5 is Opj 
Taking the partial derivative of Ep with respect to the Opj yields 
aEp = -< tpj - Opj) = Bpj· 
aopj 
(3.6) 
This equation is not yet useful, because the only parameters available for change in the 
NN are the connection weights. In the networks considered by Widrow and Hoff, the 
transfer function used for the neural element was a straight line, i.e., linear. For this case, 
the output is simply the value of netpj• i.e., 
Opj = L Wji Opi· 
i 







Putting equations (3.6) and (3.8) together, results in the following chain rule: 
aEp aEp aopj ~ 
--=----=u ·o · aw·· ao · aw·· Pl pi-1' Pl 1' 
(3.9) 
The above is equivalent to having defined an error surf ace in a "weight space," 
and to having derived the information needed to make incremental changes in the 
weights proportional to their contribution to the direction and magnitude of the gradient 
vector. The right hand side of this is the same as the Delta Rule. 
Consider an example with two weights going into one output element. In this 
case, our "weight space" consists of two dimensions, one for each weight. We add a 
third dimension, and label it Ep . Assume that we are able to calculate the value of Ep 
for every possible set of values of ( w 1, w2 ) . Since Ep is a simple quadratic, the surface 
·will be a quadratic with a unique minimum, as shown in Figure 12. 
The minimum point represents the best value for the weights that can be achieved 
-- for the case where the NN can perform the desired function perfectly, this value will be 
zero. The network will start with some arbitrary values for ( w 1, w2 ), and thus will 
begin at some arbitrary point on the surface. [It is important to note that though the 
shape is assumed known for the purposes of this discussion, the teacher role does not 
have this (global) information during the training process. The only information the 
teacher has is the (local) gradient information.] Using the Delta Rule, the teacher is 
using the gradient information to guide the pupil, step by step, to the bottom of the sur-
face. 
All of the discussion surrounding Figure 12 generalizes to multiple weights for 
the single-layer, feed-forward case. One then talks about an m-dimensional weight 
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Figure 12. Error minimization follows the steepest descent on a surface in weight space. 
The Learning Rate: 1] 
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A term was included in Equation 3.3 called the learning rate, 1] . After calculat-
ing the gradient at the current operating point, the teacher must decide the size of the 
step along the path, and in which direction. The value of the multiplier 1] is used to make 
this choice. It is desired to go "downhill," therefore a minus sign is made an integral part 
of the Delta Rule, and thus the value of 1] must always be positive. From empirical stu-
dies, it has been found that a value for 1] in the interval (0,1) works best. Technically, the 
mathematics of the derivation requires a (very) small value for 1]; practically, however, 
using such small steps requires too many of these steps to reach the destination. On the 
other hand, if the step size is too big, oscillations could occur. To visualize this, refer 
back to Figure 12. Assume that the NN is currently very close to the minimum value of 





T\), the NN could end up on the other side of the minimum point; the next change would 
take the NN back to the other side of the minimum point; etc. 
THE BACK-PROPAGATION-OF-ERROR METHOD 
Introduction 
As mentioned earlier, the single-layer, feed-forward NNs for which there existed 
a training algorithm with provable convergence properties (available from the 1960's), 
could not perform certain important classes of functions. It was shown in [Minskey & 
Pappert, 1969] that for these classes of functions, feed-forward networks with more than 
one layer are required. The difficulty encountered by a teacher of a multi-layer net is the 
so-called "credit assignment" problem, i.e., which weight(s) are to blame when the NN 
makes an error? The approach taken by Rummelhart, et all [see historical comments 
above], followed the constructive method used to give Equation 3.9, namely, the use of 
the chain rule for derivatives. The back-propagation-of-errors algorithm [cf. Training 
Procedure, pg. 33] is essentially an implementation of the chain rule, in a manner 
appropriate to the architecture of the NN being trained. The back-propagation-of-errors 
algorithm (often called, simply, Backprop) applies only to NNs with two or more 
modifiable layers of weights, with only feed-forward connections allowed. Because 
derivatives are required (backward, through the elements), the transfer function in the 
elements have to be differentiable. The threshold function used in the Perceptron does 
not qualify, as the derivative at the step does not exist. The linear function used for the 
earlier proof would be too constraining; a nonlinear transfer function was called for. 
Rummelhart, et al, decided on the sigmoid function (also called "squashing function" in 








Feed-Forward, Multilayer NN Architecture 
The architecture required for application of the Backprop algorithm is as shown 
in Figure 13. The input layer is simply a buffer. and serves to distribute the input signal 
from the NN's environment to the elements in the next layer. Each path from an element 
i in the input layer to an element j in the next layer contains a modifiable weight Wji. The 
outputs of the elements in the second layer may only be fed "forward" to elements of the 
next layer [in contrast to being fed back around to the input of another element in its own 
layer, especially to itself]. This process continues for as many layers as are included in 
the architecture. The first layer has direct contact with the world "outside" the NN, as it 
receives the input from its environment. Similarly, the last layer has direct contact with 
the outside world, as this layer provides the outputs that go to the environment. All the 
in between layers have no direct contact with the outside world, so are said to be "hid-
den" from the environment. All such layers are called hidden layers. There are no con-
straints imposed by the Backprop algorithm on the number of elements in each layer, nor 
on the number of layers in the NN. The number of elements in the input and output 
layers is determined by the interface from-to the environment, i.e., the "dimensions" of 
the input vector and of the output vector. The number of hidden layers, and the number 
of elements in each layer, are determined by the researcher, and this has typically been 
based on experience and intuition. Research (as yet unpublished) is going on which 
should provide theoretically based assistance for these choices. 
The only variables that are changed during training are the ensemble of 
modifiable weights on the various paths connecting the elements of one layer to the next. 
The information associated with the problem being learned is thus contained in these 
weights. There is no particular weight that contains a particular piece of information 
from the environment, rather, the information is distributed among all the weights of the 
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Figure 13. The Back-Propagation network: Architecture and flow of infonnation. 
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associated with the task it is performing, e.g., pattern recognition, associative memory 
recall, etc. 
The Training Procedure 
The Back:prop training procedure is implemented in a cycle consisting of a for-
ward pass and a backward pass. In the forward pass, the input is fed through the network 
and the output vector calculated. Once the output vector is available, it is compared with 
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the desired (target) output vector, and an error value is computed. In the backward pass, 
the error at each output element is "propagated" backward through the various layers, 
using the equivalent of the chain rule for derivatives method to compute the changes for 
each weight Wji· This process is implemented in four steps: 
1) A pattern vector i is presented at the input buffer, and the computed activities are 
propagated through to the output layer, where an output value is computed: 
Dpj = fj (netpj). (3.10) 
2) For each element in the output layer, the local error is computed as defined in 
Equation 3.11, as well as the corresponding change in weight using Equation 3.12. 
Bpj = (tpj - Dpj) Jj (netpj) (3.11) 
l:l.p Wji =Tl Bpj Opi• (3.12) 
where !} (netpj) is the derivative of the element's transfer function (also called 
activation function). 
3) For each succeeding layer (i.e., the hidden layers) -- recall, a specific target value 
for the output of the hidden layer elements is not known a priori - - the local error is 
given by Equation 3.13 [Rummelhart, et al., 1985, pg. 324], and the delta weight 
equation remains the same. 
Bpj = !/ (netpj) L Bpk Wkj· 
k 
(3.13) 
4) Finally, all the connection weights are updated by adding the delta weight values to 
the corresponding previous weight values, and another cycle begins. It should be 
mentioned that the training process must begin with randomizing all the weight 





delta for each weight would be the same, and the weights would each remain ident-
ical. This would not be very interesting. 
The Momentum Term 
The Back-Prop method, like all other gradient descent algorithms, follows a 
downward path on the weight surf ace defined by the gradient. A problem arises related to 
complex surface shapes (of the Criterion Function in the weight space) such as those typ-
ical for multi-layer NNs. If the surface has a long gentle slope, then one would like to 
take large steps to improve efficiency of the search; if there is a steep slope, the steps 
must be smaller, to avoid missing important landscape features and/or to avoid getting 
into oscillations. To assist in this process, researchers have developed a way of incor-
porating the equivalent of a little memory in the delta rule, so that if the slope is gentle, 
bigger steps are taken, and if steep, smaller steps are taken. The term added has been 
given the name "momentum term," because is has the equivalent effect of momentum for 
an object with mass moving along a terrain. The equation for Generalized Delta Rule 
including a momentum term is given as 
!!. Wji(n + 1) =Tl Opj Dpi +a!!. Wji(n). (3.14) 
We note that The momentum term consists simply of the previous weight change, 
multiplied by another coefficient. The latter coefficient must be selected by the 









EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
As mentioned in Chapter I, the pattern recognition task explored in this thesis was 
based on a set of 10 fonts of upper case letters of the English alphabet selected from 
those available on the Macintosh computer. The original data was provided to us on a 
12x12 upper-left-corner justified grid representation of the individual letters. In order to 
provide more space in which to carry out the rotations and translations desired for the 
experiments, the grid was enlarged to 16xl6, and the letters were moved to the center of 
this new grid. This 16x16 data set is shown in Appendix A. 
In Chapter III, it was noted that a feed-forward, multi-layer neural network with 
the back-propagation-of-errors training algorithm was selected for the experimental work 
discussed here. The elements of such NNs have values on their output lines ranging from 
0.0 to 1.0, but generally not reaching either limit due to the sigmoid transfer function. It 
is incumbent on the researcher to assign what the values on the lines on the output ele-
ments of the NN are to mean. In the present context, each line corresponds to a letter of 
the alphabet, so the value on a line is here assigned the meaning of "confidence that the 
present input pattern is the letter represented by the line." A given output line is said to 
cast a vote for its letter when the confidence is higher than some specified threshold value 
T. The kinds of answers the NN could give then are as follows: 
i. none of the lines have values larger than the threshold, therefore no letter is 
voted for; 
ii. exactly one line has a value larger than the threshold, and thus, exactly one letter 
































iii. many lines have a value larger than the threshold, thus the NN is said to vote 
for more than one letter. 
:n case ii, if the vote is for the correct letter, all is well; if the vote is for the wrong letter, 
he NN is said to have an error of committing to the wrong letter (misclassification). In 
;ase i, the NN is said to commit to nothing (no vote). All the experiments yielded NNs 
~at avoided the case iii situation. Later in this chapter, experimental results are given for 
various values of T, to show what sensitivity, if any, there is on the choice of the thres-
hold. 
Also mentioned in Chapter ID was the fact that during the training process, the 
patterns from the training set are presented to the NN many times, until the desired map-
ping is learned. A count is kept of the number of presentations, and is used to label pro-
gress of the NN' s learning performance. 
PREPARATION OF TRAINING AND GENERALIZING DATA SETS 
Partitioning of Alphabet Data Set 
The 10 fonts in the original data set were studied and partitioned into subsets 
according to perceived similarities/dissimilarities of their general form. This partitioning 
is shown in Appendix A. Six of the fonts were grouped together based on their structural 
members being 1 pixel (picture element) wide, and the shapes of the letters being gen-
erally the same. This grouping is called Font Set I. Variations in this set arise from dif-
ferent sizes of the letters, and/or presence/absence of serifs on the letters. Four of the 
fonts in Set I were selected to be the Training Set, and called Font Set 1-A. The remain-
ing two comprise the font Generalize Set, and called Font Set 1-B. Set 1-B contains one 
of the three larger sized fonts among the six, and one of the smaller sized fonts. 
The remaining 4 fonts comprise Font Set II, also divided into two subsets. Font 
Set II-A contains two fonts that are noticeably smaller than the fonts in Set I (particularly 



































in the horizontal direction). Font Set II-B contains the two fonts that are significantly dif-
ferent from those in Set I, in particular, the structural members out of which the letters 
are constructed are all 2 pixels wide (vs. 1 pixel wide for the other fonts), and in addition, 
the shapes of the last font are also observed to be substantially different. 
The experiments reported in this chapter are based on Font Set I. 
Transformations of the Input Data Sets 
Since a key issue in the performance of a pattern recognition device is how well it 
generalizes to patterns not seen during training, a number of transformed versions of the 
basic fonts were created. One set of generalization experiments are based on training 
with Set I-A and then testing on Set 1-B; this tests for generalization on fonts. Beyond 
this, it was desired to test for generalization on translations and on rotations of the letters. 
To accomplish this, 8 transformed versions of the base fonts were generated. Two are for 
translation: +3 pixel (right) shift, and -3 pixel (left) shift. Six are for rotation: ±45° 
,±22.5° , and ±11.25°. Examples of these transformations are shown in Appendix B. 
Generalization tests included 1) training on ±45° and ±22.5° and then testing for general-
ization with the ±11.25° rotation and the original font (corresponding to a 0° rotation); 
and 2) training on the two shifted fonts, and then testing with the original font 
(corresponding to a 0-pixel shift). 
GENERALIZATION EXPERIMENTS USING 
THE BASE NN CONFIGURATION 
Selection of (First) Neural Network Configuration 
The task to be learned by the NN is determined by the representation used for the 
inputs and the representation used for the outputs (cf. Figure 1). By altering these 
representations, the task is made easier or harder for the NN to learn. As mentioned 
above, a particular issue is that the NN be able to generalize well. 


































The starting (or, base) choice made for the present experiments was to let the NN 
have 256 input lines, each one receiving a 0/1 input from one of the 16x16 grid points 
used to represent the letters. The output of the NN was designed to consist of 26 lines, 
one for each of the letters of the English alphabet. Accordingly, the basic NN 
configuration consisted of 256 processing elements (PEs) at the input layer, 26 PEs at the 
output layer, and two arbitrarily chosen hidden layers: the first hidden layer having 30 
PEs, the second having 20 PEs. This (base) configuration is used in all the following 
experiments. 
The experiments described next are organized into three groupings: 
1) generalization on fonts [experiment NN-1] 
2) generalization on rotations [experiment NN-2] 
3) generalization on shifts [experiment NN-3]. 
Generalization on Fonts [Experiment NN-1]. As mentioned earlier, Font Set I 
was divided into the subsets 1-A and 1-B for this experimental objective. The training set 
for this part of the experiment consisted of Font Set I-A plus all of its 8 transformed ver-
sions (936 patterns), and the generalize set consisted of Font Set 1-B plus all of its 8 
transformed versions (468 patterns). This experiment required about 70,000 presenta-
tions to reach 100% accuracy on the training set. For all the experiments reported here, 
performance of NNs on the training set was typically monitored at intervals of 10,000 
presentations, and when the NN reached its peak performance, the training was stopped. 
The training dynamics for experiment NN-1 are shown in Figure 14 [to maintain the flow 
of the text, all the figures and tables for this discussion are accumulated at the end of the 
chapter]. The percent correct classification of experiment NN-1 on the training set and 
on the generalizing set are tabulated in Table ill for 4 different values of the threshold, T. 
The best performance normally shows up with T=0.6, so this value is used for all the 
40 
comparisons; the errors for NN-1 's generalization test are listed in Table N. The 74.5% 
correct generalization performance may at first seem rather good, but from a real-world 
applications point of view, it is not acceptable -- something in the high 90's is required. 
Generalization on Rotations [Experiment NN-2]. The training set for this experi-
ment consisted of the ±45° and ±22.5° rotations of Font Set I-A (416 patterns), and the 
generalize set consisted of the ±11.25° and 0° rotations of this font set (312 patterns). As 
for all experiments, an untrained version of the base neural network configuration, NN-2, 
was used for this experiment. The experiment was terminated after about 176,000 
presentations of input patterns, with snap-shots of its performance taken every 10,000 
presentations. In this case, the peak performance on the training set was at the 98.8% 
level, i.e., there were still errors on some of the patterns in the training set after the train-
ing was deemed complete; these errors are listed in Table VI. The training dynamics for 
this experiment are shown in Figure 15, and the percent correct classification on the 
training and generalization sets for various values of T are tabulated in Table V. The 
errors for the (T=.6) generalization test are listed in Table VII. The 83.2% correct gen-
eralization performance is better than in the case of experiment NN-1, but still not good 
enough from the point of view of real-world applications. 
Generalization on Shifts [Experiment NN-3]. The training set for this experi-
ment consisted of the +3 (right) and -3 (left) pixel shifts of Font Set I-A (208 patterns), 
and the generalize set consisted of the base (unshifted) Font Set I-A (104 patterns). 
Another untrained version of the base neural network configuration was used for this 
experiment. In the present case, some 20,000 presentations were needed to learn the 
task perfectly, so performance snap-shots were taken every 5,000 presentations. The 
training dynamics for this part of the experiment are shown in Figure 16, and the percent 
correct classification of on the train and generalize sets for various values of T are tabu-
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lated in Table VIII. The errors for the (T=.6) generalization test are listed in Table IX. 
The generalization performance is seen to be extremely poor, with only approximately 
2% correct classifications. Requiring that the input pattern be accurately located to 
within 2-3 pixels will typically not be acceptable in real-world applications. 
GENERALIZATION EXPERIMENTS USING AN NN CONFIGURATION 
INCORPORATING THE CONCEPTUAL GRAPH APPROACH 
Selection of an NN Configuration for the New Approach 
A new NN system structure was developed in an attempt to improve the poor 
generalization accomplished with a "standard" representation/encoding method. The new 
approach provides a different input/output representation, based on the conceptual graph 
ideas described in Chapter II. Referring back to Figure 5 (page 9), this new structure 
divides the task into two stages. In the first stage, the C- and R-vector representations 
derived in Chapter II are employed as the output, in place of the 26-bit output vector used 
in the original structure (used in experiments NN-1, NN-2, and NN-3). This first stage is 
trained to give on its output lines the C- and R-vector representations corresponding to 
the letter presented on its input lines. The structure of this first stage is the same as in the 
original structure, except that there are a different number of output elements 
(corresponding to the dimensions of the C- and R-vectors -- in this case, 21). The second 
stage of the NN system uses the C- and R-vector representation of a letter at its input 
lines, and has 26 output lines, one for each letter of the alphabet. 
The basic idea for the two-stage NN system is to develop the second stage once 
and for all to translate the C- and R-vector representation into a 26-bit representation 
(one bit for each letter). Having done this, the experimental objective shifts to training 
the first stage to yield the C- and R-vector representation for the 16x16 pixel pattern on 
its 256 input lines. When this is accomplished, the two stages are connected, and the 
desired overall input/output mapping is achieved. 
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The experiments to be described next relate to training the first stage to give the 
C- and R-vector representations corresponding to the pattern given at its inputs. These 
experiments are organized into the same three groupings as in the previous section on 
experiments. 
Generalization on Fonts [Experiment NN-A]. The training set for this part of the 
experiment consisted of Font Set I-A plus all of its 8 transformed versions (936 patterns), 
and the generalize set consisted of Font Set 1-B plus all of its 8 transformed versions ( 468 
patterns) [same as in experiment NN-1]. The first stage of the new neural network sys-
tem in experiment NN-A, was trained for about 400,000 presentations, with snap-shots of 
its performance taken every 10,000 presentations. The training dynamics for this part of 
the experiment are shown in Figure 17, and the percent correct classification on the train 
and generalize sets for 4 values of Tare tabulated in Table X. NOTE TIIE SIGNIFI-
CANT IMPROVEMENT (21.7%) in the results from those yielded in experiment NN-1 
(cf. Table ill). The performance here in the high 90 percent category makes this a good 
beginning toward satisfying real-world requirements. A listing of the generalization test 
errors for this experiment are given in Table XI. 
Generalization on Rotations [Experiment NN-B]. The training set for this 
experiment consisted of the ±45° and ±22.5° rotations of Font Set I-A (416 patterns), and 
the generalize set consisted of the ±11.25° and 0° rotations of this font set (312 patterns) 
[same as in experiment NN-2]. An untrained version of the first stage NN was used for 
this experiment. In this experiment, the Neural network was trained with 240,000 
presentations, with snap-shots of its performance taken every 10,000 presentations. The 
training dynamics for this part of the experiment are shown in Figure 18, and the percent 
correct classification on the train and generalize sets for various values of T are tabulated 
in Table XII. The errors for the (T=.6) generalization test are listed in Table XIII. Again, 
























experiment NN-2 (cf. Table V). 
Generalization on Shifts [Experiment NN-C]. The training set for this experi-
ment consisted of the +3 (right) and -3 (left) pixel shifts of Font Set I-A (208 patterns), 
and the generalize set consisted of the base (unshifted) Font Set I-A (104 patterns) [same 
as in experiment NN-3]. Another untrained version of the first stage NN was used for 
this experiment. In this experiment, the NN was trained with 170,000 presentations, with 
snap-shots of its performance taken every 10,000 presentations. The training dynamics 
for this part of the experiment are shown in Figure 19, and the percent correct 
classification on the train and generalize sets for various values of T are tabulated in 
Table XIV. The errors for the (T=.6) generalization test are listed in Table XV. This 
time, the improvement in the results are DRAMA TIC: from 1.9% correct generalization 
to 93.3% correct generalization. An implementation that relieves the requirement for 



















PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFICATION ON TRAINING 
AND GENERALIZATION FOR EXPERIMENT NN-1 
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Note: The training set consists of font set I-A plus the ±45°, ±22.5°, ±11.25° rotations, 
and the ±3-pixel (left and right)shifts (936 patterns). The generalization set consists of 
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Figure 14. Training dynamics for experiment NN-1 (T = 0.6), while learning the training set 





































































ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST 
FOR EXPERIMENT NN-1 
Errors (74.5% correct, T = U.6) 
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ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST 
FOR EXPERIMENT NN-1 
(Continued) 
hrrors (74.5% correct, T = 0.6) 
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ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST 
FOR EXPERIMENT NN-1 
(Continued) 
Errors (74.5% correct, T = 0.6) 
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ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST 
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Note: The generalization set consists of set 1-B plus the ±45°, ±22.5°, ±11.25° rotations, 
and the ±3-pixel (left and right) shifts. A ? denotes no vote, and a # denotes 
misclassification. Letters in parenthesis denote the network's misclassification of the 
letter in question. 
TABLEV 
PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFICATION ON TRAINING 
AND GENERALIZATION FOR EXPERIMENT NN-2 
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.esuus 
Note: The training set consists of the ±45°, ±22.5° rotations of font set I-A (416 pat-
terns). The generalization set consists of the ±11.25° rotation, and the 0° rotation of 
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Figure 15. Training dynamics for experiment NN-2 (f = 0.6), while learning the ±45°, and the 
±22.5° rotations of font set I-A. 














ERRORS ON TRAINING TEST FOR EXPERIMENT NN-2 
vant uarae 
'alatino 
Note: The training set consists of the ±45°, and the ±22.5° rotations of font set I-A (416 
patterns). A? denotes no vote, and a# denotes misclassification: letter Gin font Palatino 
( +45°) was misclassified as letter Q. 
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TABLEVIl 
ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST FOR EXPERIMENT NN-2 
hrrors ns:Ll.% correct, T = O.o) 
Letter hrror Type Font 1 ranstonnauon 
B ? Avant Garde - 11.25 ° 
c # Avant Garde center 
D '! AvantUarde - 11.25 ° 
D '! Geneva - 11.25 u 
F # Geneva - 11.25 ° 
i"'' '! Palauno - 11.25 u 
F '! 'l rmes - 11.25 ° 
G '! Palauno + 11.25 v 
u ? Palauno - 11.25 ° 
H ? 'limes - 11.L:> "' 
J '! Palauno - 11.25 u 
J ? 11mes - 11.25 ° 
K '! Avant Garde + 11.25 ° 
K '! Palauno + 11.25 u 
K ? Times - 11.25 v 
L '! Avant Garde + 11.25 ° 
L ? Tl mes - 11.25 u 
M '! Avant Garde - 11.25 u 
M ? Geneva -45 v 
N ? 'limes - 11.25 u 
0 ? Avant Garde + 11.25 u 
0 ? Avant Garde - 11.2:> u 
0 '! Ueneva - 11.25 ° 
p ? Geneva + 11.25 v 
p '! i1mes - 11.25 u 
Q # Palauno + 11.25 v 
c.> ? Geneva - 11.25 v 
F '! Geneva + 11.25 ° 
R '! Geneva - ll.25 v 
~ '! Geneva - 11.25 ° 
s '! 'limes - 11.25 u 
T '! Geneva + 11.25 v 
T '! um es - 11.25 ° 
'l '! Ueneva - 11.25 u 
u # Geneva + 11.25 ° 
u '! Palauno - 11.25 v 
u '! ·11mes - 11.25 u 
v '! 11mes - 11.25 ° 
x '! 'limes - 11.25 u 
x '! Palauno - 11.25 ° 
Note: The generalization set consists of set I-A (0° rotation) plus the ±11.25° rotations. 
A ? denotes no vote, and a # denotes misclassification: letter C in font Avant Garde 
(center) was misclassified as letter 0; letter F in font Geneva (-11.25°) misclassified as 
letter C; letter Q in font Palatino ( + 11.25°) misclassified as letter G; letter U in font 
Geneva ( + 11.25°) misclassified as letter C. 
.n·1~ 








PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFICATION ON TRAINING 
AND GENERALIZATION FOR EXPERIMENT NN-3 
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Note: The training set consists of the ±3-pixel (left and right) shifts of font set I-A 
(208 patterns). The generalization set consists of font set I-A in the original format (0-
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Figure 16. Training dynamics for experiment NN-3 (T = 0.6), while learning the ±3-pixel (left 
and right) shifts of font set I-A. 
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ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST FOR EXPERIMENT NN-3 
Errors ( 1.9% correct, T = U.6) 
Letter Error ·1ype Font Transformauon 
H (J # Geneva center 
B .1 # ·11mes center 
c (£ # Avant Garde center 
c (I # Geneva center 
C B # l"aJauno center 
D (11 # Geneva center 
E 1 # Ueneva center 
E u # Palauno center 
u R # Palanno center 
G (01 # ·11mes center 
K(R # Avant Garde center 
K (I) # Geneva center 
K. (M1 # ·nmes center 
M (A1 # Avant Garde center 
M Ul # Ueneva center 
M J) # Palanno center 
N (J) # AvantUarde center 
N A # Geneva center 
u (l) # Geneva center 
0 (J) # Palatmo center 
p 1 # Geneva center 
p K. # times center 
R (Vl # Avant Garde center 
R Ul # Palauno center 
U (I) # Geneva center 
V :A) # Avant Garde center 
v (T) # Geneva center 
W (V) # Avant Garde center 
WI .1 # Geneva center 
xii # Palatmo center 
y H) # Avant Garde center 
y J) # Palanno center 
Z (A # Geneva center 
Z (H) # Palatmo center 
Note: The generalization set consists of set I-A in the original format (0-pixel shift). A? 
denotes no vote, and a # denotes misclassification: letters in parentheses denote the 
network's misclassification of the letter in question. The network responded with a no 
vote for all other letters, except for the two it classified correctly (F and I). 





PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFICATION ON TRAINING 
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Note: The training set consists of font set I-A plus the ±45°, ±22.5°, ±11.25° rotations, 
and the ±3-pixel (left and right) shifts (936 patterns). The generalization set consists of 
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Figure 17. Training dynamics for experiment NN-A (f = 0.6), while learning the training set 




ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST FOR EXPERIMENT NN-A 
Errors (Y6.2% correct, 'i = U.6 l 
Letter Error ·1ype Font Transformanon 
H ? Helvenca center 
B "! Helvenca mmt 
(j ? New York center 
(j "! New York -l l.25v 
I ? Helvettca +45° 
I '! Helvenca -45u 
J # New York +45v 
J '! ttelvettca -11.25'"' 
N "! ttelvenca center 
N "! New York _45v 
p '! New York left 
R ? New York -22.5° 
s '! ttelvenca center 
s "! New York -l l.:l5v 
s ? New York -22.5° 
v '! ttelvenca -ll.2Y 
z ? Helvenca -ll.25v 
z '! New York _45v 
Note: The generalization set consists of set 1-B plus the ±45°, ±22.5°, ±11.25° rotations, 
and the ±3-pixel (left and right) shifts. A ? denotes no vote, and a # denotes 
misclassification: letter Jin font New York (+45°) was misclassified as letter I. 
T 
TABLE XII 
PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFICATION ON TRAINING 
AND GENERALIZATION FOR EXPERIMENT NN-B 
esults 
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Note: The training set consists of the ±45° and ±22.5° rotation of set I-A (416 pat-
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Figure 18. Training dynamics for experiment NN-B (T = 0.6), while learning the ±45° and 
±22.5° rotations of font set I-A. 
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TABLEXIlI 
ERRORS ON GENERALIZATION TEST FOR EXPERIMENT NN-B 
Errors (1n.6% correct, T = 0.6) 
Letter Error Type Font Transfonnanon 
B '! Avant Garde center 
B '! Times + 11.25 ° 
B '! Avant Garde - 11.25 u 
c '! Times center 
c '! ·1imes - 11.25 ° 
G '! ·nmes center 
J '! Palattno center 
J # Palanno + 11.25 u 
J '! Palattno - 11.25 v 
K '! Geneva center 
K '! Palattno + 11.25 v 
K '! Palattno - 11.25 u 
N '! Geneva center 
<: # Geneva center 
c.. '! Avant Garde + 11.25 u 
(. '! llmes - 11.25 u 
~ '! Avant Garde center 
s '! Palanno center 
x '! 11mes - 11.25 v 
z '! Palattno - 11.25 u 
Note: The generalization set consists of set I-A plus the ±11.25° rotations. A? denotes 
no vote, a # denotes misclassification: letter J in font Palatino ( + 11.25°) was misclassified 
as I; letter Qin font Geneva (center) was misclassified as G. 
TABLE XIV 
PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFICATION ON TRAINING 




Note: The training set consists of the ±3-pixel (left and right) shifts of set I-A (208 pat-
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Figure 19. Training dynamics for experiment NN-C (T = 0.6), while learning the ±3-pixel (left 
and right) shifts of font set I-A. 
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TABLE XV 









Note: The generalization set consists of set I-A in the original form (0-pixel shift). A ? 
denotes no vote, and a# denotes a misclassification: letter Qin font Times (center) was 
misclassified as 0. 
CHAPTERV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The experiments reported in the previous chapter demonstrate that the more com-
plex encoding schema developed here for the NN's output -- based on the conceptual 
graph formalism (as suggested in [Lendaris, 1988a]) -- provides a significant improve-
ment in the NN' s capability to generalize well as compared to the case where the more 
straightforward output encoding consisting of 26 bits, one for each letter of the alphabet, 
is used. The improvements for the three different generalization experiments were as fol-
lows: from 75% to 96% correct generalization on fonts; from 83% to 94% correct gen-
eralization on rotations; and from 2% to 93% correct generalization on shifts. Perfor-
mance in the 90+% category brings such NNs to a level that has possibilities (after more 
refinements) for real-world applications. Of course, such applications will no doubt 
require recognition of more than just the upper case letters of the English alphabet -- for 
example, the lower case letters, numerals, and other commonly used symbols, as a 
minimum. This will require augmenting the concept and relation lists introduced in 
Chapter II to allow proper description of these expanded pattern sets. More about this 
later. The present experiments lay the ground work for such future developments. 
In addition to the above (main) conclusion about improved generalization results 
via the new output encoding developed here, there are two other observations that appear 
of interest. For ease in discussing these observations, certain of the data from the experi-






COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
Numoer ot lrammg Iteratlons 
to Peak Performance 





Method Encoding Method Iterations Results 
70,000 400,000 5.7 75% ~96% 
175,000 240,000 1.4 83% ~94% 
20,000 170,000 8.5 2% ~93% 
Comparing columns 1 and 2, it is noted that the NN took significantly longer to 
learn the more complex output encoding. The reward for the extra effort, however, was 
improved generalization performance. Intuitively, one can surmise that more weight 
combinations (paths) in the NN are called into play to effect an output encoding with 
more than one element set equal to 1, as compared to the case where only one output ele-
ment is set to 1. It is reasonable to further surmise that this extra amount of co-
involvement of multiple paths would take more effort to learn -- hence, the larger number 
of training iterations. Regarding the improved generalization performance, the require-
ment for the NN to satisfy the additional constraints implied by the "extra co- involve-
ment of multiple paths" results in a configuration of weights that somehow better cap-
tures the "structure" of the input patterns, and thus yields better generalization perfor-
mance. 
A further observation to be made here relates to the results given in Chapter IV 
regarding the classification performance of the NN, depending on the value chosen for 
the threshold T. For the purposes of this chapter, the data are presented in graphical form 
-- see Figures 20, 21 and 22. Note that in all cases except one, the best results occurred at 
T = 0.6 (this is the value used for all cited results). From an implementation point of 
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view, a significant aspect to note is the dramatic drop in generalization performance as T 
is increased above 0.6 for experiments NN-1 and NN-3 as compared with experiments 
NN-A and NN-C. If the value given by an output element is thought of as a "vote" for a 
particular answer, then higher values of T could mean higher confidence votes. When the 
elements are successful in achieving correct performance during training on the more 
complex output encoding, they end up being able to cast higher confidence votes for pat-
terns not seen during training. The resulting reduced sensitivity on the specific value for 
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Figure 20. Classification perfonnances for experiments NN-1 and NN-A, with respect to 








































Figure 21. Oassification performances for experiments NN-2 and NN-B, with respect to the 
various values of T. 
FUTURE WORK 
The upper case letters of the English alphabet served as a good starting point for 
the development of representation codes based on conceptual graphs, because a rather 
small set of concept types ("building blocks") are sufficient for constructing these letters. 
The representation codes developed in the present research were demonstrated to yield 
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Figure 22. Classification perfonnances for experiments NN-3 and NN-C, with respect to the 
various values of T. 
encoding. The new encoding process entailed development of a list of concept types and 
relation types, and it only took 4 concept types and 4 relation types to construct the 26 
upper case letters of the English alphabet. 
An appropriate next step from the present research will be to consider the lower 
case letters of the English alphabet (in the same fonts used for the present research). 
Even cursory inspection of the lower case letters suggests that the present set of concept 
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and relation types will not suffice to describe these patterns. Thus, an important issue to 
be dealt with in the next step, is that of augmenting the concept type list with appropriate 
new "building blocks" to allow construction of the new patterns. It may tum out that 
some new relation types will also have to be invented to go along with the new concept 
types. After this is accomplished, there will be a need to further increase the set of 
representable patterns to include the usual special symbols used in standard text --
perhaps the full printable ASCII set If neural nets can be created to successfully classify 
the full ASCII set of characters for a large number of fonts similar to those used in the 
present experiments, with good generalization (in the 98+% region) on fonts, rotations, 
shifts, and possibly other distortions, then it could be considered a good candidate for 
real world applications. 
There are fonts whose letter forms are significantly different from those in the 6 
font sets used for the present research. Some of the differences include double-width 
component lines, different aspect (height/width) ratios, and modifications in basic struc-
tural form of some letters. The reader is invited to peruse Font Sets IT-A & Il-B in 
Appendix A for visual examples of such differences. As a demonstration of difficulties 
that are to be expected, the neural net trained in experiment NN-A was presented with the 
two fonts in Font Set IT-A, and in each case the neural net only got about 20% correct 
classification. Even more difficulty was experienced with Font Set 11-B: in this case, the 
neural net only got about 7% correct classification. 
A preliminary effort was taken to develop a different representation code to 
account for the double-width lines of the letters in Font Set II-B. The resulting code con-
sisted of 26 bits (rather than the 21 bits previously used), but the neural network did not 
even successfully complete the learning phase using this code. Further work on this 
aspect is beyond the scope of the present research project, but is an important direction 
for future research. 
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APPENDIX A 
ENGLISH ALPHABET FONT DATA USED 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTS REPORTED 
IN THIS THESIS 
There are ten fonts*, organized into set I-A, set 1-B, set II-A, and set 11-B as 
shown (centered on a 16x16 grid). The names used for these fonts on the Macintosh com-




3) Avant Garde 
4) Palatino 
5) Helvetica 






* The original data, with the letters upper-left-comer justified on a 12x12 grid, were provided to 
us by Krist D. Roginski, a graduate student at the Oregon Graduate Center; extracted (ca. 1988) 
from selected fonts available on the Macintosh Computer. 
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APPENDIXB 
EXAMPLES OF TRANSFORMED ALPHABET DAT A 
The original data set, shown in Appendix A (centered on a 16x16 pixel 
black/white representation), was modified to represent the various rotations and transla-
tions needed for the research reported in this thesis. B.1 shows the set of rotations*, 
demonstrated here using the Geneva font (see Appendix A). B.2 shows the left and right 
shifts**, again demonstrated using the Geneva font. 
* These rotations were generated using two C modules, which were written by Daqiao Du, a gra-
duate student at Portland State University, who is working on another pattern recognition project 
** The left and right shifts were implemented by the author. 
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B.2: Translation transformations (left-to-right): -3-pixel shift, + 3-pixel shift 
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B.2: (continued): Translation transformations (left-to-right): -3-pixel shift, +3-pixel shift 
-- (Geneva Font shown). 
APPENDIXC 
CONCEPTUAL GRAPHS OF INPUT PATTERN SET 
This section depicts the conceptual graph representations, developed as part of the 
present research, of the capital letters of the English alphabet, following the approach 
presented in Chapter II. 
Each of the pages that follow contains four CGs, representing four consecutive 
letters of the alphabet. An effort was made to construct these representations in a manner 
which visually resembles the structure of the letter in question, but always giving pre-
cedence to the laws and definitions of conceptual graph theory. For example, the first 
page contains the CGs of the letters A and B on top (left to right), and those of Letters C 











C.2: Conceptual graphs of Letters C and D. 
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0} \sul SLl 
~r-0-EJ LLl &I SL21 
LETIERF 
\ •I SL2 
LetterE 














C.S: Conceptual graphs of Letters I and J. 








C.7: Conceptual graphs of Letters Mand N. 
Cl Cl 
C2 C4 -G 
C3 LLl 
LETIERO LETIERP 
C.8: Conceptual graphs of Letters 0 and P. 
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LETTERQ LETTERR 
C.9: Conceptual graphs of Letters Q and R. 
LETTERS LETTER T 
C.10: Conceptual graphs of Letters Sand T. 
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f..:!!:. Conceptual graphs of Letters U and V. 
LETTER W LETTERX 
~ Conceptual graphs of Letters W and X. 
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SLl SL3 \su\ B 
LLl L--1 TL ~ SL2 
LETIER Y LETIER Z 
~ Conceptual graphs of Letters Y and Z. 
APPENDIXD 
CONNECTION MATRICES AND VECTOR FORMS 
OF INPUT DAT A SET 
Each of the 26 tables in this appendix shows the Connection Matrix, and the C-
and R-vectors for one of the letters of the English alphabet. The connection matrices 
(CMs), and the C- and R-vectors were constructed using the algorithm presented in 
Chapter II, and are based on the conceptual graph representations in Appendix C. 
, I 
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D.l: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER A 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 o I o I o 
R-vector 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
D.2: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER B 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 Ll.3 LIA SLl SL2 Sl.3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
TS 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 I o I o 
R-vector 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
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D.3: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C· & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER C 
Comection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LlA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 o I o I o 
R-vector 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D.4: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C· & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER D 
COimection Matrix 
LLl lL2 LL3 LI.A SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 o 1 o 1 o 
R-vector 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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D.S: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER E 
Connection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SI..3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
D.6: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LEITER F 
Connection Matrix 
LLl Ll.2 Ll.3 LIA SLl SL2 Sl.3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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D.7: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER G 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl I.L2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
TI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 I 1 I o 
R-vector 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D.8: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER H 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl I.L2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SI..3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ojojo 
R-vector 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
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D.9: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETIER I 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl lL2 LL3 LU SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
D.10: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETIER J 
Connection Mattix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LlA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 01010 
R-vector 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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D.11: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER K 
Connection Matrix 
Ll LL2 Ll..3 LlA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 l -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
D.U: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER L 
Connection Matrix 
LLl lL2 LL3 LL4 SLl SU SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl l 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 o I o I o 
R-vector 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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D.13: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER M 
Connection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LLA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D.14: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER N 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LLA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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D.15: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER 0 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 I 1 I o 
R-vector 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
D.16: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER P 
Connection Matrix 
LLl LL2 Ll..3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T2 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 o I o r o 
R-vector 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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D.17: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LEITER Q 
Comection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LLA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 i I 1 I o 
R-vector 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
D.18: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LEITER R 
Comection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T2 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
A2 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 01010 
R-vector 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
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D.19: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTERS 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VectorFonn 
C-vector 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 
R-vector 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
D.20: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER T 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LL4 SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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D.21: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER U 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 o I o I o 
R-vector 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D.22: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER V 
Cormection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LL4 SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 l 0 
R-vector 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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D.23: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LE'ITER W 
Comection Matrix 
LLl U.2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 -1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Il 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D.24: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LE'ITER X 
Comection Matrix 
LLl lL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 1 o I o 
R-vector 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
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D.25: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER Y 
Connection Matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LIA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D.26: CONNECTION MATRIX AND C- & R-VECTORS FOR THE LETTER Z 
Connection matrix 
LLl LL2 LL3 LlA SLl SL2 SL3 Cl C2 C3 C4 cs 
Tl 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vector Form 
C-vector 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 01010 
R-vector 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
